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About This Content

Friends play for free! If one person owns a full copy of the game (has this DLC package), everyone else can join and play;
only one active player has to have the DLC.

A bounty has been placed on the head of a monster terrorizing a small country town. Bounty hunters descend on the abandoned
mansion where it is rumored to make its lair, each hoping to claim the prize. However, one of these hunters is actually the

monster in disguise. One is forced to ask, then: who hunts whom?

Hunt: The Unknown Quarry is a deductive combat game for 3 to 6 players. One player is secretly the monster, and their goal
is to cripple all of the other players in order to escape the mansion. The other players, the human bounty hunters, must discover

and kill the monster before they are hunted down by the creature. Each player moves around the mansion’s many rooms to
search for clues, gather items, and target other players to deduce which of them is the monster (or, if you are the monster, to

wound the other bounty hunters). Tread lightly, for the hunt has begun…

Hunt: The Unknown Quarry features beautiful graphics and a finely crafted user interface that streamlines play and provides
copious hints about what actions are available to the player as play progresses. It even has the option to automatically help the

player take notes and zero in on who's the monster. Atmospheric music and carefully selected sound effects set the mood.
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I'm thoroughly enjoying this game. It's a great alternative to Cluedo, but slightly more challenging and in-depth, in my opinion.
It may take a few games to get to grips with the mechanics, cards and options available, but it won't be long before you find
yourself either being targeted\/preyed upon or interrogating\/attacking other players. It's a dog-eat-dog type of survival game,
where everyone's out for themselves including the monster. The theme and daunting background music enhance the game,
making you feel slightly uneasy (like prey), not knowing for sure who, what or where the monster is, unless they reveal
themselves. Also, playing as the monster is an additional challenge, which requires an alternative strategic approach. You'll soon
find you can't just go around munching on fellow opponents in broad daylight, but have to maintain a far more stealthy
disposition. I felt the game was fairly balanced well, particularly if playing the monster against AI opponents (for mediocre
players). However, I haven't had the chance to properly play any friends online yet, so can't say if this will be the case against
live players, who I think will be a little more savvy. In any case, I believe this could only enhance the game further, making self-
preservation more challenging. I've seen other comments related to lack of online activity (no one to play with) and about
playing for free. For me personally, it's no big deal, never felt the real need to be able to play strangers online. I took a gamble,
bought the game and tested inviting a friend to play (for free), which worked fine, no issues. I was sceptical at first after reading
some comments, but am extremely pleased to say how glad I am that I made this purchase. I can't recommend 'Hunt...' highly
enough, for those who love Cluedo, Mystery of the Abbey (tabletop games), but then maybe I'm just extremely optimistic and
easily pleased.
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